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1 in 34 positive cases result in death.
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Top 10 States with New Cases in the Past 7 Days

Texas 
22,844 

California
20,763 

Florida 
15,725 

Illinois 
10,575

Georgia
10,507

Missouri
8,591

Wisconsin
7,425

N. Carolina
7,017

Tennessee
6,715

S. Carolina
6,257

This week, the world reached a 
new record for daily reported 
infections, with 307,930. Cases 
in India, the US, and Brazil make 
up 60% of that total.

194,068
Americans 
have died from 

COVID-19**. 

To date, 1 in 50 Americans has tested positive for COVID-19.

*A composite measure of eleven policy response indicators including: school closures, 
workplace closures, travel bans, testing policy and contact tracing; (100 = strictest).

Argentina
91.7/100 strictest

68.5/100 moderate

8.3/100 least strict

United States

POLICY EDITION

United States currently scores 68.5 on policy stringency 
based on Oxford University’s government response 
stringency index*. As policies vary at the subnational 
level, the index is shown as the response level of the 
strictest sub-region.Coronavirus Response Policy Stringency Index

**COVID-19 is expected to be the 3rd leading cause of death in the U.S. in 2020.
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POLICY RESPONSE
COMPARISON

SWEDEN

UNITED STATES

CROATIA
Total cases 13,598; Fatality rate: 1.7%

Stringency Score: highest: 96 in April; current: 31
Constitutional State of Emergency: Not introduced

Courts and parliaments: Working with delays
Schools: Open with measures 

Intl. Travel ban: No travel ban; COVID-19 test or 
quarantine/self-isolation not required

Face mask in closed public spaces: Required in most 
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United States

Croatia
Sweden
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Total cases 86,505; Fatality rate: 6.8%
Stringency Score: highest: 46 in June; current: 37

Constitutional State of Emergency: Not introduced
Government: working with no delays

Schools: Open with no measures
Intl. Travel ban: for non-essential travel from outside the EU 

Face mask in closed public spaces: Not required

Total cases 6,519,421; Fatality rate: 3%
Stringency Score: highest: 73 in Mar/Jun; current: 67

National State of Emergency: proclaimed on March 13
Government: working with delays and measures

Schools: Open, mostly virtual 
Intl. Travel ban: for all non-essential travel

Face mask in closed public spaces: Required in 34 states + DC

On September 1, 
the U.S. ranked 55 out 
of 174 countries with 

stringency scores, while 
having the largest epidemic. 

With an average stringency score 
of 42, states in the US Midwest 

region score lower than 125 
other countries.

Fluctuations in response stringency in Sweden, Croatia, and United States 

While policies in Sweden 
and the United States have 
remained relatively steady 
since March, Croatia 
dramatically reduced its 
policy stringency as the 
summer began.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT: COVID-19 in CROATIA
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Feb 26 First 
COVID-19 case 
confirmed

April 27 First phase 
of measure 
relaxation begins, 
allowing businesses 
to open, except on 
Sundays and public 
holidays 

July 3 Voting 
restrictions 
overturned by 
Constitutional Court

Opening  
to tourists 

“was a bit of 
calculated risk.”
- Prime Minister 

Plenkovic

Source material: https://i4di.org/reports/covid19usa/, https://democracy-reporting.org/
https://ourworldindata.org/policy-responses-covid https://monitor.civicus.org/ http://bit.ly/Courts

In June, Interior Minister and 
head of the NCPH, Davor 
Bozinovic, guaranteed all 
visitors safe stay in Croatia’s 
tourist destinations.  

March 18 Parliament 
gives NCPH authority 
to manage crisis by 
passing laws by 
simple majority, 
sparking a public
debate about legality

March 11 Croatian 
government 
declares a 
pandemic, but 
does not go so far 
as to declare a 
state of emergency
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Feb 20 The National Civil 
Protection Headquarters 
(NCPH) established in 
preparation for the 
anticipated coronavirus 
crisis 

June 30 Electoral 
Commission 
announced that 
COVID-19 patients 
may not vote in 
elections

Aug 27-31 New restrictive 
measures established, 
while several policy 
reversals initiated related 
to gyms, events, nursing 
homes, gatherings, etc. 

13,533 
Total Confirmed Cases

224 
Deaths

6%
Positivity Rate

309
Currently hospitalized

Public disinformation 
about COVID-19 has led to 
widespread protests, fueled 
by anger and confusion. 

Human 
rights 

restrictions 
designated 
as HIGH*

When Austria put Croatia on the red 
list for travel due to a case spike in 
August, the head of the Croatian 
Institute of Public Health threatened
to do the same to them in the 
upcoming ski season, resulting in a 
reversal of Austria’s decision.

”Croatian authorities refused to declare the state of emergency and 
legitimize their actions by the (required) 2/3 parliamentary majority when 
limiting individuals’ constitutional rights in the event of a ‘natural 
disaster’, as stipulated in Article 17 of the Croatian Constitution.” 
- Nika Bačić Selanec, Senior Law Lecturer, University of Zagreb

*Considerable impact on everyday life (borders closed for most traffic, personal movement significantly limited, no assemblies, most businesses restricted or closed, schools closed until further notice)

At the end of tourism 
season, Croatia recorded a 

sharp increase in cases.

The Constitutional 
Court has received

27 motions against the 
statutory amendments and 
policy decisions of NCPH, 
all but one of which were 

dismissed on 
Sept 14.
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